Personally Speaking

Thinking Aloud One Evening
“First our pleasures die – and then
Our hopes, and then our fears – and when
These are dead, the debt is due, dust
claims dust – and we die too.”
P. B. Shelley

I

remember going to the same
patient in the same side room
everyday for the past 3 months,
with little I can do, except to wait:
wait for a nursing home, or let nature
take its course.
Everyone who has practised
medicine will have his or her own
ghosts: patients whom they were not
able to save, either due to the incurable
stage of the disease, or errors made in
the moment of fatigue, thus clouding
one’s judgement.
No man is a good physician who
has never played the sick role. Perhaps
that’s the other meaning for “What
doesn’t kill me makes me stronger.”
To be nursed and to suffer the
discomfort of an invalid’s life, with
many hours of sleepless nights, unclean
fancies keeping one awake, clinging
on to life, not with a desire for the
remaining life or for fear of death itself,
but by nature, not by logic.
My career in medicine is short by
any standard. Nevertheless, I too have

my own ghosts, patients that I was
not able to save even though I had
tried my best. I can still remember
vividly how my first patient passed
away. The ward he was in, the bed he
was lying in, and how sorrowful I had
felt as a failure. There was also the shock
when I came into the ward the next day,
to see the bed he had been lying in,
neatly tidied up for the next patient.
“As sickness is the greatest misery,
so the greatest misery of sickness
is solitude.” – John Donne
When I am sick in bed, what I will
want by my side are relatives,
friends and company – although an
infectious disease would likely deter
friends from visiting, and a long illness
would eventually weary friends and
relatives. Visits from friends who
we thought have forgotten us entirely,
but who arrive extending a warm
hand to our back, will definitely
brighten our day. The best moment
in the whole day would be a visit from
a cheery doctor – when the patient
response may be so bracing that the
doctor himself is deceived about the
patient’s real condition.
Someone once told me that there
are two kinds of hospital staff. One
will not leave without finding out what
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is wrong with the patient. He or she
will not leave until the patient is
comfortable and the former is satisfied
that the patient would be alright for
the moment. The other, the minority,
will make certain their getaway by
ignoring any distress signals from the
patient, and refusing to make any eye
contact with the patient. I am trying
not to be the latter.
We put much of our time, effort
and emotions on our patients. Most of
us will not think on a day-to-day basis
that medicine is an ideal profession,
even though few of us are here truly
for the money, but as we step back to
think, we will realize there is no other
job like ours.
I do not know of anyone who goes
into medicine solely for financial gains.
We find that during the long years of
study, we have enjoyed the inspiration
that goes along with education. The
ones who are motivated chiefly by
hopes of financial gains know the
speculative nature of any profession.
One of the fortunate results of the
long and expensive course in medical
study has been the daily contact with
life and the process of weeding out
those who fail to make ideals of the
profession an end in themselves. ■

SMA CLASSIFIED ADS
■ SALE / RENTAL / TAKEOVER
Unit for rent at Mount Elizabeth Medical Centre. Fully renovated 1200 sq.ft. Big enough for 1 to 2 specialists to share premises.
Contact San at Tel: 6734 4718.
Medical Clinic For Sale/Rent (1) Mt Elizabeth Medical Centre – 1060 sq.ft. (2) Gleneagles Medical Centre - 980/ 678 sq.ft.
(3) and other residential apartments available. For more information, please contact Sam Yeo at Hp: 9696 9713 or www.housing88.com.
Sellers are welcome.
Established profitable HDB clinic for takeover. Doctor emigrating. Details please call 6746 1772, 9852 5766.
■ POSITIONS AVAILABLE/PARTNERSHIP
SILVER CROSS looking for assistant doctor to complement our clinic, doing a mix of day and night hours. Attractive pay,
good prospects. Interested doctors please contact Dr Lim 9222 8786, danjas@singnet.com.sg. JOIN US, GROW WITH US.
Group practice needs motivated full-time or part-time doctors for clinics in Katong and City area. Interested applicants please contact
9683 4419 or fax resume to 6348 3858.
Dedicated Family Doctor required in Bukit Timah group practice. For salaried position or partnership. Please call Dr Lau 9693 8631
or Dr Chia at 9748 9398.
EXPERIENCED DOCTOR WANTED for established clinic in Orchard Road with view to partnership or takeover. Tel: Dr Ng 6235 4288.
Full-time/Part-time doctors required by expanding clinics in West & North area. Please apply at 56 Chestnut Drive, Singapore 679299,
stating expected salary and preferred hours of work.
DOCTORS WANTED TANGLIN & HOLLAND – Expanding family clinic group offering a high level of patient care, and a unique practising
environment for our diverse team of doctors. Competitive remuneration. See www.imc-healthcare.com/sma.htm or email
hr@imc-healthcare.com with CV.
Medical Practice in South Central area looking for young, energetic and committed male/female doctor to work full-time. Must be
able to work nights/weekends. Regular salary, profit sharing can be considered. Interested please fax resume to 6278 7216.
■ OTHERS
FOR SALE. Ellman Surgitron FFPF Electrosurgical with Footswitch Assembly. New – Unused. $4000. Interested, please call Shirin
Jacob’s Clinic at 6733 7716 for Fia or Mag.
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